Tridentine Community News
July 5, 2020 – Fifth Sunday After Pentecost
Second of Two New York Episodes of Extraordinary Faith
Now Viewable on YouTube and Vimeo

Additional Masses at St. Anthony, Temperance, MI
St. Anthony Church
in
Temperance,
Michigan has added
a weekly 7:00 PM
Thursday
Low
Mass and a 7:00
PM First Friday
Low Mass to its
existing schedule,
which includes a
9:00 AM First
Saturday
High
Mass and a weekly Sunday 12:00 Noon High Mass. Also note that
a Communion Rail has been reinstalled in the church. For more
information visit: www.stanthonytemperance.org

Missále Méum
A new web site has appeared, www.missalemeum.com, which
presents the Traditional Mass Propers of the day, in both Latin and
English. The graphic design of the site is more visually appealing
than the typical site offering this service. The site automatically
adjusts its display format when accessed on a mobile device.
There is great value in having a resource which automatically
pops up today’s Propers when you go to the home page of the site.

Episode 20 of Extraordinary Faith – New York City Part 2 of 2 –
is now available for viewing on the Extraordinary Faith channel
on YouTube and Vimeo. We take a day trip out of Manhattan and
visit with music director David Hughes of St. Mary Parish in
Norwalk, Connecticut [exterior pictured], which has become a
regional magnet with its restored traditional architecture, liturgy,
and music program. We meet Dino Marcantonio, an architect who
organizes special events for those interested in traditional Catholic
art. A priest and author, Fr. Thomas Kocik [pictured], explains to
us the liturgical concept of the Reform of the Reform. Dr. Michael
Foley, a professor from Texas, tells us about some beautiful
customs hidden in the Church calendar. And we pay a visit to
Holy Name of Jesus Church in Brooklyn [TLM pictured], which
has undergone a remarkable transformation from ugly duckling
into a place of architectural beauty.

With almost 20 years under the belt of preparing Propers
Handouts for the TLM, experience leads this author to add some
caveats: 1) The English translation appear to be the more modern
Confraternity version rather than the traditional “thee and thou”
Douay-Rheims translation found in most hand missals. 2) Almost
every site offering Propers suffers from inadequate proofreading.
Not having examined Missále Méum in detail yet, no comment
pro or con is being made about typographical accuracy on this
site. Just be aware that almost all such sites suffer from notinfrequent incomplete or error-prone Scriptural excerpts, Latin
with missing accent marks or ligatures (joint vowels such as æ or
œ), and mismatched English vs. Latin texts. Promising though
such a new resource may be, expectations need to be realistic.

Tridentine Masses This Coming Week
Sat. 07/11 8:30 AM: Low Mass at Miles Christi (Saturday of Our
Lady)

Comments? Ideas for a future column? Please e-mail info@windsorlatinmass.org. Previous columns are available at www.windsorlatinmass.org.

